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ABSTRACT 
Transformation of Context-free grammars into 
Wirth-Weber precedence grammars has occupied the 
attention of several researchers in the past.  In 
this work we present an algorithm and a program 
written in PASCAL which achieves this objective. 
The algorithm and program are based on the paper, 
A Note on Transforming Context-free Grammars to 
Wirth-Weber Precedence Form, by A. Learner and 
A. L. Lim, The Computer Journal, Vol. 13, 1970, 
pp. 142-144.  The key to the method which converts 
any Context-free grammar into a Wirth-Weber-like 
precedence grammar is the notion of a restricted 
expansion.  A left restricted expansion of a non- 
terminal A replaces each appearance, except a 
left-most appearance, of A on the right side of 
each production by a new non-terminal A?  and adds 
the production A« ** A.  A right restricted expansion 
is defined similarly.  By suitable application of 
left and right restricted expansions the transforma- 
tion is accomplished. 
As part of the program to produce the Wlrth-Weber 
form we have also implemented algorithms to calculate 
left sets and right sets of non-terminals.  The latter 
algorithms are based on Warshall's algorithm for the 
transitive completion of a binary relation. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
Several methods of transforming Context-free 
grammars into equivalent Wirth-Weber precedence 
grammars exist in the literature.  One such method 
that concerns this thesis is due to A. Learner and 
A. L. Lim, [2],  A Wirth-Weber precedence grammar is 
a Context-free grammar in which  (i) all right hand 
sides of productions are non-empty, (ii) when the start 
symbol occurs it occurs only on the left hand sides 
of productions, and (iii) there are no precedence 
clashes.  They presented a "practical program" in 
[2], with the aid of which they show that if in a 
Context-free grammar (i) and (ii) are readily true 
then (iii) is true in the transformed grammar.  In 
this work we present an algorithm that utilizes their 
algorithm and several known results to achieve a 
transformed grammar that meets all the above three 
conditions. 
The plan of this thesis is as follows.  In 
section 2 known definitions and terminology are pre- 
sented.  The method of construction of a Wirth-Weber 
precedence grammar from a Context-free grammar is 
dealt with in section 3.  Our algorithm is presented 
in detail in the same section.  Certain computations 
involved in the algorithm i. e. , calculation of the 
left and right sets are presented in section 4, 
whereas calculation of the precedence matrix is 
presented in section 5.  Included in sections 4 and 
5 are proofs of the validity of the methods employed 
in these computations.  In section 6 a detailed 
explanation of a program written in PASCAL for our 
algorithm is presented.  The program just mentioned 
is the content of the appendix. 
2.  NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
In this section we present the definitions of 
Context-free grammar (CFG), the language generated 
by such a grammar, the left set and the right set and 
explain most of the notations. 
A Context-free grammar (CFG) is a quadruple 
G w (N,T, P,S)  where 
(i)   N and  T are finite sets of symbols called 
non-terminals and terminals respectively; 
(ii)   if V - N U T and V* denotes the free semi- 
group on V, then  P - J(A,x) | A € N and 
x £ V*l; and 
(iii)  S  is a distinguished symbol, S e N and it is 
called the start symbol. 
Some comments about  P and V are in order. 
Elements of V are always denoted by upper-case 
letters, whereas those of V* i.e., strings in V, 
by lower-case letters.  The letter  E represents 
the null string in V*.  Any element  (A,x) c P is 
frequently written A -*■ x  and Is referred to as a 
production.  Thus, a null production is a_ production 
of the form A -> e.  Given two strings  a,b c V* we 
say a produces  b  if and only if there exists three 
strings  x, y  and z  in V* such that a ■ xAz  for 
some A e N, b - xyz  and A -* y  is in  P.  If a 
produces b  then we write  a t+ b.  If a. e V*, 
i ■ 0,1,...,n  and a.  produces  a,,,  for 
i - 0,1.....n-1  then we say a^ derives  a  and 
write it as  a_ -> a .  Observe that if a M- b  then on 
a -> b. 
Next, if A e N we define the set of derivates 
of A as that subset of V* given by 
D(A) - |a | a c V*, A -> al . 
Utilizing the concept of derivate we can now define 
the language generated by G.  In fact, the language 
generated by the grammar G, denoted £, (G), is given 
by £(G) - D(S) 0 T*, where T* as above is the free 
semi-group generated by T. 
An alternate and useful reformulation of this 
definition is 
£(G) - jx | S -> x  and x c T*l . 
We now define the left and right seta of an 
element A e  V.  The left set L(A)  of A is the 
set of all leftmost symbols of the derivates of 
A, i.e., 
L(A) - |B I (A,Bx) e P, B € V, x € V*l U L(B). 
Similarly, the right set R(A)  of A is given by 
R(A) - |B I (A,xB) c P, B € V, x € V*l U R(B). 
Equivalently, 
L(A) - JB | A -> Bx, B e V, x € V*l , 
and 
R(A) - |B | A -o xB, B c V, x e V*l . 
Observe that, in view of the definition of P, L(A) 
and R(A) are empty if A c T. Since A need not 
be in L(A), we call A left recursive if and only 
if A £ NO L(A). Similarly, A is right recursive 
if and only if A e N fl R(A). 
We now define Wirth-Weber precedence relations, 
which in turn allow us to define Wirth-Weber pre- 
cedence grammar. 
Definition 2.1.   Let X •* aABb be a production 
in  P.  Then the following are called the precedence 
relations between symbol-pairs. 
(i)    A * B  (i.e., A is followed b^ B). 
(ii)   A <. D, if D e L(B)  (i.e., B ^> Dx 
for some x e V*).  This is called less 
than precedence. 
(iii)  E •> D  if E e R(A)  and either  D - B 
or D c L(B).  (i.e., A •*> xE and either 
D - B or B -> Dy  for some x  and y 
in V*).  This is called greater than 
precedence. 
If two of these relations hold between a pair X and 
Y we say there is a precedence clash between X and 
Y and we indicate this by writing X*Y. 
Definition 2.2. A CFG is a Wirth-Weber precedence 
grammar (WWPG) if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(i)    No production is a null production; 
(ii)   if the start symbol S occurs in a 
production then it occurs only on the 
left hand side of the production; and 
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(lit) there are no precedence clashes betveen 
symbols. 
Definition 2.3.  The precedence matrix of a 
grammar G  is a matrix such that 
(i)    its order is  n x n, where  n ■ number of 
symbols in V, and 
(ii) if the symbols are arranged in order as 
V,,•••>vn» then the entry in the row i 
and column j indicates the precedence 
relation of the pair V^ and V.. 
3.  CONSTRUCTION OF WWPG FROM A CFG 
In this section we shall describe in detail how 
we may construct a WWPG G  from a  CFG G, so that 
the languages generated by them are the same, i.e., 
£(C) - £(G). 
Let us assume that a CFG G is given.  By adding 
a new start symbol S and the production S' *> S 
to the grammar G, we do not change the language £(g) 
However, condition (ii) of the definition (2.2) of 
WWPG is now met by G. 
Condition (i) in the definition (2.2) of WWPG 
requires that no production be null.  Below we pre- 
sent an algorithm [3] which when applied to G will 
produce a grammar in which condition (i) is met. 
The language of the new grammar will differ from the 
original only in that £  is not derivable in tKe new 
grammar.  For convenience, call a_ non-terminal X 
nullable if X -> £.  The algorithm is as follows: 
(a)  Make a list of all productions with only 
non-terminals on the right hand side. 
Include null productions also in the list. 
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(b) Make a list of non-terminals of all null 
productions.  This is the initial list of 
all nullable non-terminals. 
(c) If any production in the list made in 
step (a) is such that all of its symbols 
on the right hand side are also in the list 
of nullable non-terminals made in step (b), 
then add its left hand side symbol also to 
the list of nullable non-terminals. 
(d) Repeat step (c) to the newly obtained list 
of nullable non-terminals.  Stop when the 
result of this step is the same as the result 
of step (c). 
(e) Each production in P is to be replaced by 
new productions as follows:  If the right 
hand side of the production consists of n 
occurances of nullable non-terminals, the 
replacement set consists of the  2n pro- 
ductions corresponding to all possible ways 
of deleting or retaining each of those n 
occurances. 
(f) Delete all null productions including those 
introduced in step (e). 
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Example 3.1.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  where  N - JA,B,C,SI 
and T - lb>d(.  Let tlie set  p °^ productions consist 
of the elements 
(1) S - aAB, 
(2) B - AC, 
(3) A - bAA, 
(4) A-£, 
(5) A -> Cd, 
(6) C -♦ e, 
(7) C -b. 
As a result of the application of procedure in step (a), 
we get the list as 
(1) B - AC, 
(2) A-£, 
(3) C - E. 
After an application of step (b) the set of nullable 
non-terminals is  VA,CL  and after step (c) it is 
JA,B,C1.  At the end of step (d) it is still  JA,B,CL 
so we go to step (e).  The result of applying step (e) 
to the set of productions  P is 
1.1) S - aAB, 
i.2) S -* aA, 
1.3) S - aB, 
1.4) S - a, 
2.1) B - AC, 
2.2) B - A, 
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2.3) B - C, 
2.4) B -£, 
3.1) A - bAA, 
3.2) A - bA, 
3.3) A - b, 
4.1) A - £, 
5.1) A - Cd, 
5.2) A - d, 
6.1) C -* £, and 
7.1) C - b. 
Now we apply step (f).  This means removing produc- 
tions (2.4), (4.1) and (6.1) from the above list. 
Note that in step (e) production 3 of the original 
set P of G is replaced by only 3 productions 
2 instead of 2  productions since the two nuliable 
non-terminals are not distinct. 
We now proceed to describe the main algorithm of 
the thesis i.e., the construction of a grammar G' 
from the grammar G so that condition (iii) in 
Definition 2.2 of WWPC is met, i.e., there are no 
precedence clashes in G1. 
The algorithm is due to A. Learner and A. Lim. 
The algorithm uses two concepts known as left restricted 
expansion and right restricted expansion. 
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Definition 3.1.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  and A c N 
be left (right) recursive.  Then the left (right) 
restricted expansion of G  relative to A is obtained 
by 
(i)    introducing a new non-terminal A,, 
(ii)   replacing each production of the form 
B -♦ xAy  in G, where x / £ (y/6), by 
the production  B -* xA.y, and 
(iii)   introducing a new production A, -♦ A. 
Sometimes we refer to this as the left (right) restricted 
expansion of A. 
The algorithm defined by Learner and Lira is as 
follows: 
1. Generate  L(A)  and R(A)  for each non-terminal A. 
2. Create the precedence matrix (see Def. 2.3) listing 
all clashes.  If there are no clashes, then the 
algorithm is complete. 
3. Apply right restricted expansion to each right 
recursive non-terminal. 
4. Apply left restricted expansion to each left 
recursive non-terminal. 
5. If either step 3 or step 4 was applied, go to 
step 1. 
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6. Examine all pairs X, Y and  P, Q such that 
P - Q and X ^ Y. 
a) Apply right restricted expansion to X, if 
x e R(P)  and one of the following is true, 
(i)    Q - Y. 
(ii)   Q 
€
 L(Y). 
(iii)  Y c L(Q). 
(iv)    there is a symbol D such that 
D e L(Q) 0 L(Y). 
b) Apply a left restricted expansion to Y, if 
Y e L(Q) and  P - X. 
7. Stop. 
To construct the Wirth-Weber precedence grammar 
G1  from the given CFG G we simply apply the above 
algorithm so that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
or conditions (ii), (i), and (iii) are fulfilled in 
that order. 
15 
Generate Left 
and Right Sets 
of each 
Non-terminal. 
Generate the 
Precedence 
Matrix. 
Apply Right 
Restricted 
Expansion. 
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N 
"^(  Stop J 
-& 
Apply Left 
Restricted 
Expansion. 
Any Pair8 
of the Form 
i Y and P - 
to be 
Examined? 
Stop D 
Apply 
Right-Res triced 
Expansion 
To X. 
N 
Apply 
Left-Restricted 
Expansion 
to Y. <?) 
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4.  CALCULATION OF L(A)  AND R(A) 
Hie first step in the algorithm due to Learner 
and Lim [2], is to generate the sets L(A) and 
R(A).  In this section we present a method of 
constructing L(A) with complete details.  The set 
R(A) can be constructed in a similar manner.  The 
method we employ uses Boolean matrices and Warshall's 
algorithm to compute transitive closures of Boolean 
matrices. We begin by defining these and related 
concepts. 
Definition 4.1.  Given a finite set S of 
cardinality n, a relation R is a subset of the 
cartesian product S x S.  If A and B are in S 
we say the relationship ARB holds if and only if 
(A,B) e R.  The Boolean matrix M of a relation R 
is the n x n matrix whose entries are defined by 
(i) M(S1,Sj) - 1 if (St,Sj) e R and  (ii) M(Si,S.) 
- 0 if (S^,S.) ji  R, where we have assumed that the 
elements of S are arranged in a sequence S,,...,S . 
Definition 4.2. If X and Y are two Boolean 
matrices then their Boolean sum is denoted by X + Y 
and it is defined by 
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(A.2)        (X-Y)(i,j) - > X(i,k).Y(k,j), 
(4.1)        (X+Y)(i,J) -X(i,j) + Y(i,J) 
where for any matrix M, M(i,j)  denotes its  (i,J)th 
entry and where on the right hand side of equation A.l 
the sum of the two numbers is the Boolean sum, i.e., 
the maximum of the two numbers. 
Definition A. 3. If X and Y are two Boolean 
matrices then their Boolean product X«Y is defined 
by setting 
Vx(i,k)  
where on the right hand side y  denotes Boolean sum 
and each product of numbers is a Boolean product, i.e., 
the minimum of the two numbers involved. 
Definition A. A.  If M is an n x n Boolean 
matrix representing a relation R over a vocabulary 
V of n symbols  (i.e., R£VxV), then the transitive 
4- 
closure M  of M is defined by 
n 
(A.3) M+ -V M1 , 
i-1 
where M1 s M and M1+1 s M^M.  If  ID denotes the 
n X n  identity matrix, then the reflexive transitive 
closure M* of M is defined by 
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(4.4) M* - M+ + ID . 
Marshall's algorithm [4], is an algorithm to 
compute  M  from M.  We state it below. 
Marshall's Algorithm;  Let M be an n x n 
Boolean matrix.  To construct M  do 
1. Set M+ - M; 
2. Set  j - 1; 
3. Set i - 1; 
4. If M+(i,j) - 1  then for k - 1,2,...,n 
set M+(i,k) - M+(i,k) +M+(j,k)i 
5. Increase  i by  1; 
6. If i £ n  then go to step 4; 
7. Increase j  by  1; 
8. If j <£ n  then go to step 3; 
9. Stop. 
Now, we define a relationship called Begins-With 
between symbols of the vocabulary V and prove a 
result on how we may use the Boolean matrices to 
compute  L(A). 
Definition 4.5.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  and V be 
its vocabulary  NUT.  We say A Begins-With B 
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if A c N, B e V and for some x c V*, A -* Bx.  Hence 
Begins-With (A) - |B/A - Bx, A € N, B c V, x 
€
 V*l 
BW denotes the Boolean matrix representing the rela- 
tionship Begins-With. 
Theorem 4. 1.  Let G - (N, T,P,S)  be a grammar, 
V be its vocabulary and  (BW)  be the transitive 
closure of the matrix  BW associated with Begins-With. 
Let A € N be fixed and B vary in V.  Then, 
(BW)+(A,B) - 1  if and only if B 6 L(A). 
Proof:  To avoid unnecessary elaboration we only 
indicate the proof briefly. 
If B e L(A)  then by definition, for some 
x e V*, A "0 Bx.  Without loss of generality we may 
assume that A -*■ Dy and D -»• Bz  for some y and z 
in V* so that A ■*> Bzy and  zy e V*.  By step 4 
of Warshall's algorithm and the fact that BW(A,B) - 
BW(D,B) - 1, we conclude that  (BW)+(A,B) - 1.  For 
the converse, we simply reverse the steps. 
To compute R(A), we define the relationship 
Ends-With as follows: 
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Definition 4.6.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  and V be 
its vocabulary  NUT.  We say A Ends-With B if 
A e N, B c V and for some x e V*, A -* xB.  Thus 
Ends-With(A) - |B/A - xB, A e N, B € V and x € V*l . 
Let EW denote the Boolean matrix associated with 
the relation Ends-With. 
The Theorem (4.1) will hold with BW replaced 
by EW and L(A)  replaced by R(A). 
Remark 4.7.  Thus, given A e N to determine 
L(A)  we only need to construct  (BW)   and pick those 
elements  B  in V for which  (BW)+(A,B) - 1.  Similar 
remark applies to R(A). 
Example 4.1.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  be a CFG where 
N - Js,A,B,cl and  T - ja,dl and  P  is the set of 
productions given by 
1) S -*■ AaB, 
2) A -> AB, 
3) A - Bd, 
4) B - dB, 
5) B -+ Cd, and 
6) C -+ Aa. 
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It is easy to see that the Boolean matrix BW for the 
relation Begins-With is as follows. 
(A.5) 
BW S A B C a d 
S 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A 0 1 1 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 1 0 1 
C 0 1 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 
By using Marshall's algorithm if we compute the 
transitive closure  (BW)  we get 
(A. 6) 
(BW)+ S A B C a d 
S 0 1 1 1 0 1 
A 0 1 1 1 0 1 
B 0 1 1 1 0 1 
C 0 1 1 1 0 1 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 
For example, (BW) (S,B) - 1 is a consequence of the 
fact  (BW)+(S,B) - BW(S,B) + BW(A,B) -0+1-1 and 
the fact that BW(S,A) - 1. 
By using the remark A.7 we can compute the left 
sets.  They are 
L(S) JA,B,C,dl , L(A) JA,B,C,dl  , 
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L(B) - JA,B,C,dl 
L(C) - JA,B,C,dl 
and 
Similarly, 
(4.7) 
EW S A B C a d 
S 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A 0 0 1 0 0 1 
B 0 0 0 1 0 1 
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(A. 8) 
CEW)+ S A B C a d 
S 0 0 1 0 0 1 
A 0 0 1 0 0 1 
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and the right sets are 
R(S) - JB,dj , 
R(A) - JB,dl , 
R(B) - -B,dl , 
R(C) - - a1 . 
and 
** 
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5.  CALCULATION OF THE PRECEDENCE MATRIX 
A look at the algorithm due to Learner and Lim, 
[2], in section 3 indicates that the only other step 
that requires elaboration is step 2.  In this step 
we have to create the precedence matrix.  We now 
prove a result on how we may compute the Boolean 
matrices associated with the less than and greater 
than relations and illustrate by means of an example 
how these may be used to compute the precedence matrix 
of a grammar G. 
Let BW be the symbol for the Boolean matrix 
representing the relation Begins-With, FB  for the 
relation followed by  (■), EW for the relation 
Ends-With, LT for the relation less than  «.)  and 
GT for the relation greater than  (•>). 
Theorem 5.1.  Let G - (N,T,P,S)  be a CFG and 
V - N U T.  Then on V 
i 
(i)  LT - (FB)-(BW)+ and 
(ii)  GT - ((EW)+)T-(FB)-(BW)* 
where the superscript  T indicates the transpose of 
a matrix. 
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Proof:  (i) Suppose LT(A,D) - 1.  Recall that 
A <• D  if there exists a  B e V  such that D c L(B) 
and for some X, X -► aABb  is a production.  But 
D c L(B)  implies that  (BW)+(B,D) - 1  and that 
X -+ aABb  is a production implies that  (FB)(A,B) - 1. 
Hence the Boolean product  (FB)(A,B).(BW)+(B,D) - 1 
which in turn means that  ((FB)(BW)+)(A,D) - 1.  On 
the other hand if  ((FB)(BW)+)(A,D) - 1  then there 
exists a  B such that  (FB) (A,B)* (BW)+(B,D) - 1 
which implies that A <• D, so that  LT(A,D) ■ 1. 
Therefore, if LT(A,D) - 0 then  ((FB) (BW)+) (A,D) - 0. 
This proves part (i). 
(ii)  Let E .> D so that GT(E,D) - 1.  Recall 
that E •> D  if for some A,B and X, X - aABb  is 
a production, E c R(A)  and either  D - B or D c L(B), 
But E 
€
 R(A)  implies that  (EW)+(E,A) - ((EW)+)T(A,E) 
- 1 and if D - B or D 
€
 L(B)  then  (BW)*(B,D) - 1. 
Note also that FB(A,B) ■ 1.  This means that the 
Boolean product 
((EW)+)T(E,A).(FB)(A,B).(BW)*(B,D) -1 . 
From this it is easy to see that 
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(((EW)+)T(FB)(BW)*)(E,D) - 1.  As in part (i) we can 
show that the converse is also true.  This proves 
part (ii). 
We construct the precedence matrix  PM as follows; 
(i) for every FB(X,Y) - 1 set PM(X,Y)- i, 
(ii) for every LT(X,Y) - 1 set PM(X,Y)-<., 
(iii)  for every GT(X,Y) - 1  set  PM(X,Y)- •>, 
and 
(iv)   PM(X,Y) - 0 otherwise. 
Example 4.1 contd:  We show how to construct the pre- 
cedence matrix using example 4.1.  First we construct 
the matrix FB by setting FB(X,Y) "1 whenever 
there is a production of the form A -»• aXYb. 
FB S A B C a d 
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 0 1 0 1 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 1 
C 0 0 0 0 0 1 
a 0 0 1 0 0 0 
d 0 0 1 0 0 0 
We construct the matrix  LT - (FB)»(BW)+ where  (BW) 
is the matrix given by Equation 4.6.  We get 
27 
LT S A B c a d 
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 1 1 1 0 1 
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 1 1 1 0 1 
d 0 1 1 1 0 1 
Now, we construct the matrix GT - ((EW)+)T. (PB)« (BW)* 
GT S A B C a d 
S 0 1 1 1 1 1 
A 0 1 1 1 1 1 
B 0 1 1 1 1 1 
C 0 1 1 1 1 1 
a 0 1 1 1 0 1 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and the precedence matrix  PM is 
PM S A B C a      d 
S 0 > > •> >     •> 
A 
B 
0 
0 •> 
<• & 
•> 
•> •> 
• 
C 0 *> •> •> >•? 
a 0 .? 
.* 
* o   •*• 
d 0 <• 
• 
<• 
<• 0    <• 
From this matrix we can see that there are precedence 
clashes. 
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6.  EXPLANATION OF A PROGRAM FOR THE ALGORITHM 
In this section we present a program to convert 
a  CFG  into a WWPG written in PASCAL.  The program 
takes advantage of the RECORD and SET data structures 
of the language PASCAL in storing productions and in 
calculating the left and right sets. 
Our program implements the following algorithm: 
1. Read the productions. 
2. Determine all the non-terminals and terminals. 
3. Recognize if the start symbol appears on the right 
hand side of a production, in which case add a new 
start symbol. 
4. Determine if there are any null productions and 
replace them without changing the grammar. 
5. Determine the left and right sets of all non- 
terminals. 
6. Calculate the precedence matrix and find out if 
there are any precedence clashes. If there are 
no clashes stop. 
7. If there are clashes, apply left (right) restricted 
expansion to all left (right) recursive symbols. 
8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 until there are no left 
(right) recursive symbols. 
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9.  Scan the right hand sides of all productions and 
find pairs of symbols X, Y and P, Q such that 
X i Y and P - Q.  Determine if left or right 
restricted expansion has to be applied to X and 
Y using the conditions given in step 6 of Learner 
and Lim's algorithm. 
To read the productions, we define a variable  CH 
of character which always points to the next character 
to be read.  Procedure GETCH reads the next character 
from the input file. 
PROCEDURE GETCH; 
BEGIN 
IF EOLN(INPUT) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
CH ' ™ H H* 
READLN(INPUT); 
END 
ELSE 
READ(CH); 
END   (*GETCH*); 
Since the symbols in a grammar may not be single 
characters, we have to be able to get a symbol at 
time.  Procedure GETSYM is used to read a symbol at a 
time.  The value of the symbol is packed into a 
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variable called  ID.  GETSYM reads a character at a 
time using GETCH until it finds a blank character. 
Blanks must be used to separate symbols. 
PROCEDURE GETSYM; 
VAR 
K: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WHILE CH - a a  DO 
GETCH; 
K :- 0; 
REPEAT 
IF K < AL THEN 
BEGIN 
K :« K + 1; 
A(K)   :- CH; 
END; 
GETCH; 
UNTIL CH  « a «; 
KK : - AL; 
IT K < KK THEN 
REPEAT 
A[KK]   :- - -; 
KK :- KK -   1; 
UNTIL KK - K; 
ID  :- A; 
END   (*GETSYM*); 
For productions we use the RECORD data-structure, 
FRODUXION - RECORD 
RIGHT: ARRAY [0...10] OF ALFA; 
KIND: ARRAY [0. ..10] OF OBJECT; 
CODE: ARRAY [0. ..10] OF SYMBOLS; 
COUNT: INTEGER; 
END; 
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where ALFA is packed array of character, KIND is either 
NONTERMINL or TERMINL and the CODE for non-terminals 
and terminals run from 1 to n^ and from n,+ 1  to ir- 
respectively.  Here a. is the number of non-terminals 
and iu is the number of symbols.  The COUNT denotes 
the number of symbols on the right side of each pro- 
ductions.  We assumed that no production has more 
than 10 symbols on the right hand side.  Index 0 is 
used for the left hand side symbol of the production. 
Each symbol can have upto 10 characters.  But, since 
we may be changing the symbols by applying left 
(right) restricted expansion, it is better to keep 
the number characters in each symbol to 6.  This way, 
we can apply left (right) restricted expansion to any 
symbol 4 times. 
The input should be in a certain format.  Let us 
assume that the input is from a file called INPUT. 
Each symbol in a production must be separated by at 
least one blank.  Productions may continue on more 
than one line, but each production must start on a 
new line.  There should be an end marker for the 
productions.  In other words, since we do not know 
when a production ends, there should be a symbol 
(which is not in the grammar) at the end of each 
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production.  The symbol that is going to be used as 
an end marker must be given on the first line of 
INPUT. 
Example:  If we have productions 
S - AB 
B -v Aa 
A - b 
A -* £ 
and want to use  '. '  as the end marker, then the input 
lines will be 
• 
CS CA CB  . 
CB CA SA  . 
CA SB . 
CB . 
We prefixed capital letters with a C and small 
letters with an S. 
Procedure READINPUT reads productions using 
GETSYM.  It also recognizes null productions, saves 
the left hand side symbol in an array of sets called 
NULLABLE and also sets a Boolean variable NULLPRODUCTIOM 
to be true. 
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Procedure FINDNONTERMS finds all the non-terminals 
in the grammar.  It recognizes all the left hand side 
symbols as non-terminals and stores them in an array 
called NONTERMINALS and in the production sets the 
KIND to be NONTERMINL and the CODE to be the index of 
the array NONTERMINALS.  This procedure also checks 
to see if the start symbol appears on the right hand 
side of any production.  If so, a Boolean variable 
STARTONRIGHT is set to be true. 
PROCEDURE FINDNONTERMS(VAR I, J, K: INTEGER); 
VAR 
L: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PRODUCTIONS[I] DO 
BEGIN 
RIGHT[J] :- ID; 
IF J - 0 
THEN 
BEGIN 
KIND[J] :- NONTERMINL; 
L :- 0; 
REPEAT 
L :- L + 1; 
_ UNTIL  (NONTERMINALS[L]   - ID)   OR  (L > K); 
IF L > K 
THEN 
BEGIN 
K I- K + 1; 
NONTERMINALS[K]   :- ID; 
C0DE[ J]   :- K; 
END 
ELSE 
C0DE[J]   :- L; 
END; 
J  :- J + 1; 
END: 
END   (*FINDNONTERMS*); 
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Procedure FINDTERMINALS checks the right hand 
side of each production to find all terminal symbols. 
The array NONTERMINALS is checked to see if a symbol 
is a non-terminal or a terminal.  If it is a terminal 
symbol, it is stored in an array called TERMINALS and 
the KIND of that symbol in the production is set to be 
TERMINAL and the CODE to be sum of index of the array 
TERMINALS and total number of non-terminals. 
Next step is to recognize if the start symbol 
appears on the right hand side of a production, in 
which case add a new start symbol.  We use a procedure 
called CHANGESYMBOL to add a new symbol.  This pro- 
cedure will change a symbol X  to X2  if X  is 
left recursive and to XI  if X  is right recursive. 
Procedure CHANGESYMBOL is called with two parameters 
I and J.  I is the number of the production and 
J is the number of the symbol to be changed in that 
production. 
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PROCEDURE CHANGESYMBOL(VAR  I,   J:   INTEGER); 
VAR 
K,   L:   INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PRODUCTIONS[I]   DO 
BEGIN 
FOR K :- 1 TO 10 DO 
WORD[ K] : - s a; 
UNPACK(RIGHT[J], WORD, 1); 
L :- 0; 
REPEAT 
L : - L + 1; 
UNTIL (W0RD[L] - a a) OR (L > 10); 
IF L > 10 THEN 
L :- 10; 
IF LEFTRECURSIVE 
THEN 
WORD[L] :- s2s 
ELSE 
WORD[L] :- al=; 
ADDITION :- TRUE; 
END; 
END (* CHANGESYMBOL *); 
Procedure ADDNEWSTART uses procedure CHANGESYMBOL 
to change the start symbol and adds a new production. 
If S  Is the start symbol, S  Is changed to SI on 
the left hand side of the first production and a new 
production SI -*■ S is added to the list of productions. 
The next step is to delete the null productions 
if any exist.  Procedure REPLACESYMBOL, using pro- 
cedures NONTERMINALSONRIGHT, FINDNULLABLE, DELETESYMBOL 
and ISTHISREDUNDANT, accomplishes this.  We describe 
each of these procedures below.  Procedure 
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NOTERMINALSONRIGHT finds all the productions with only 
non-terminals on the right hand side and stores their 
numbers in an array of sets called ALLNONTERMS. 
PROCEDURE NOTERMINALSONRIGHT; 
VAR 
I, J, K: INTEGER; 
M, N : INTEGER ; 
BEGIN 
FOR I :- 1 TO TOTALPRODUCTIONS DO 
BEGIN 
WITH PRODUCTIONS[I] DO 
BEGIN 
J :- 0; 
REPEAT 
J :• J + 1; 
UNTIL (KIND[J] - TERMINAL) or (J > COUNT); 
IF (J > COUNT) AND (KIND[J - 1] 
- NONTERMINL) THEN 
BEGIN 
N :« I DIV 59; 
M :- I MOD 59; 
ALLNONTERMS[N] :- ALLNONTERMS[ N] 
+ [M]; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END (*NOTERMINALSONRIGHT*); 
Procedure FINDNULLABLE finds all the nullable non- 
terminals using the method described in section 3 and 
stores their CODE in an array of sets called NULLABLE. 
Procedure DELETESYMBOL(I,J) adds a new production 
by replacing the  Jth  symbol in the right hand side 
of production I.  For example, if we call DELETESYMB0L(4,1) 
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J 
where production 4 is A -» BC and B is millable, we 
have a new production of the form A -+ C. 
PROCEDURE DELETESYMBOL(I, J: INTEGER); 
VAR 
N: INTEGER; 
K: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
REDUNDANT :- FALSE; 
N :- TOTALPRODUCTIONS + 1; 
FOR K :- 0 TO J - 1 DO 
BEGIN 
PRODUCTIONS^ N].RIGHT[K] :- 
PRODUCTIONS'I].RIGHT[KJ; 
PRODUCTIONS r N].KIND[K] : - 
PRODUCTIONS'I].KINDrK]; 
PRODUCTIONS'N].CODE'K] :- 
PRODUCTIONS[I].CODE[K]; 
END; 
FOR K :- J + 1 TO PRODUCTIONS[ I]. COUNT DO 
BEGIN 
PRODUCTIONSr N].RIGHT[K - 1] :- 
PRODUCTIONS ' I]. RIGHT[ K] ; 
PRODUCTIONS'N].KIND[K - 1] :- 
PRODUCTIONS'I].KIND'K]; 
PRODUCTIONS'N].CODE'K - 1] :- 
PRODUCTIONS!I].CODE[K]; 
END; 
PRODUCTIONS[N]. COUNT :- PRODUCTIONS^ I]. COUNT - 1; 
ISTHISREDUNDANT(N); 
IF NOT REDUNDANT THEN 
TOTALPRODUCTIONS :- N; 
END (* DELETESYMBOL*); 
Two similar productions may be produced by pro- 
cedure DELETESYMBOL.  For example, productions  A -♦ BC 
and A -* BD produce the production A -* B when C 
and D are nullable and they are deleted by DELETESYMBOL. 
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So, we have to make sure that we have only one produc- 
tion of the form A -+ B.  Procedure ISTHISREDUNDANT 
accomplishes this.  It checks each new production 
created by DELETESYMBOL and adds it to the list of 
productions only if it does not already exist in the 
list. 
Since we have to delete null productions at the 
end of this step, procedure REPLACESYMBOL does not 
produce null productions. 
The next step is to calculate the left and right 
sets.  First, we compute the relational matrix BEGINSWITH 
for the relationship Begins-With using the procedure 
FILLMATRIX(I,J,K,MATRIX) I  is the number of the pro- 
duction, J the number of the right hand side symbol 
to be used as the column symbol of the MATRIX and K 
the row symbol of the MATRIX.  To calculate the relation- 
ship Begins-With J - 1, K - CODE of the left hand 
side symbol of the production and MATRIX is the matrix 
BEGINSWITH. 
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PROCEDURE FILLMATRIX(I,   J,   K:   INTEGER;   VAR MATRIX:   MAT); 
VAR 
L:   INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PRODUCTIONS^,I]   DO 
BEGIN 
IF KIND[J]   - TERMINAL 
THEN 
L  : - TOTALNONTERMINALS + CODE[J] 
ELSE 
L :- CODE[J]; 
MATRrX[K,   L]   :- 1; 
END; 
END   (*FILLMATRIX*); 
To compute the left sets we compute the transitive 
closure of the matrix BEGINSWITH.  We use procedure 
TRANSITIVECLOSURE to do that.  This procedure is the 
implementation of Warshall's algorithm. 
PROCEDURE TRANSITIVECLOSURE(VAR MATRIX: MAT); 
VAR 
I, J, K, L, M: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR J : - 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
FOR I :- 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
IF MATRIXLI, J] - 1 THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR K :-l TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
IF MATRIXr J, K] - 1 THEN 
MATRTXtl, K] :- 1; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END (*TRANSITIVECLOSURE*); 
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Procedure LEFTSETS calculates Che left sets of 
all symbols using the above two procedures.  The left 
set of each symbol is an array of sets. 
Similarly, the procedure RIGHTSETS calculates 
the right sets of all symbols using procedures 
FILLMATRLX and TRANS ITIVECLOSURE. 
To calculate the precedence relations we need a 
procedure to compute the Boolean product of two 
Boolean matrices.  The procedure MATRLXPRODUCT accomplishes 
it. 
PROCEDURE MATRIX PRODUCT (VAR A, B, C: MAT); 
VAR 
I, J, K, L: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
INITIALIZE(C); 
FOR J : - 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
FOR I :-l TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
IF Af I, J] - 1 THEN 
FOR K :- 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
IF B[ J, K] - 1 THEN 
Cl I Kl : ■ 1* 
END (*MATRLX PRODUCT*); 
We use the procedure CALCULATEPRECEDENCEMATRDC 
to calculate the precedence relations. 
The procedure FILLPRECEDENCEMATRDC(MATRIX, N) 
is used to fill the precedence matrix PRECEDENCE. 
MATRIX is the Boolean matrix representing the precedence 
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relations -t   <•  and  •>.  In the precedence matrix 
we use 1, 2 and 4 to represent  ■, <•  and  . > 
respectively.  Hence, N - 1,2 or 4  depending on 
the precedence relation. 
PROCEDURE FILLPRECEDENCEMATRIX(VAR MATRIX: MAT; N: INTEGER); 
VAR 
I, J, K, L, M: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
CLASH : - FALSE; 
FOR I :- 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J : - 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
IF MATRIX[I, J] - 1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
PRECEDENCE[ I, J] :- 
PRECEDENCE[I, J] + N; 
IF (PRECEDENCE[I, J] - 3) 
OR (PRECEDENCE'I, J] - 5) 
OR (PRECEDENCE[I, J] - 6) 
OR (PRECEDENCE^, J] - 7) 
THEN 
CLASH :- TRUE; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END (*FILLPRECEDENCEMATRDC*); 
Procedure FILLPRECEDENCEMATRDC also recognizes pre- 
cedence clashes. 
We use lable 13 to exit from the program when 
there are no precedence clashes. 
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If there are precedence clashes, we have to 
apply left (right) restricted expansion to all left 
(right) recursive symbols.  We use the procedure 
RESTRICTEDEXPANSION to accomplish that.  This pro- 
cedure uses the procedure CHANCESYMBOL to change the 
left (right) recursive symbol. 
Procedure ADDPRODUCTION is used to add a new 
production.  This also adds the new non-terminal to 
the list of non-terminals.  If Y  is left recursive 
then, this procedure adds a production of the form 
Y2 -+ Y and adds  Y2  to list of non-terminals. 
PROCEDURE ADD PRODUCTION^, I: INTEGER); 
VAR 
L, N: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
N : - TOTALPRODUCTIONS + M; 
WITH PRODUCTIONS[N] DO 
BEGIN 
PACK(WORD, 1, RIGHTfO]); 
KIND[0] :- NONTERMINL; 
IF I > TOTALNONTERMINALS 
THEN 
BEGIN 
KIND[1] :- TERMINAL; 
C0DE[1] :- I - TOTALNONTERMINALS; 
L :- I - TOTALNONTERMINALS; 
RIGHT[1] :- TERMINALS[L]; 
END 
ELSE 
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BEGIN 
RIGHT[1] :- NONTERMINALS[I]; 
KINDri] :- KIND[0]; 
C0DE[1] :- I; 
END; 
L :- TOTALNONTERMINALS + M; 
CODE[ 0] : - L; 
CCXJNT :- 1; 
NONTERMINALS [L] :- RIGHT[0]; 
END; 
END (*ADDPRODUCTION*); 
The last step is to check all the right hand sides 
of productions to find all pairs of the form X-Y and 
P-Q  to see if left (right) restricted expansion has 
to be applied to Y (X). 
We have procedure STEPSIX to check the matrix 
FOLLOWEDBY instead of the right hand sides of pro- 
ductions. 
Procedure STEPSIXA is the implementation of 
step 6a of Learner and Lim's algorithm.  A right 
restricted expansion is applied to X whenever 
XiY, PK} and  (Q-Y or Q e L(Y)  or Y c L(Q)  or 
L(Q) 0 L(Y)  is non-empty). 
Procedure STEPSIXB is the implementation of 
step 6b of Learner and Lim's algorithm.  A left 
restricted expansion is applied to Y whenever 
P-X  and Y € L(Q). 
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The program and three examples are included In 
the Appendix.  First example shows the productions 
after the null productions are replaced.  Second 
example shows productions after a new start symbol 
has been added and the third example shows how 
precedence clashes are replaced. 
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PROGRAM   MIRTHMEBcRUNPUT.   OUTPUT)? 
C»   PROGRAM  TO CONVERT   A CFG  INTO  A   MIRTH ME8ER  PRECEDENCE 
GRAMMAR   *) 
LABEL 
13? 
CONST 
AL   =   10? 
MAX   =   20* 
MAX2   =   20* 
TYPE 
BASE   =   0..1I 
NUMBERS  =   0..58? 
RELATIONS  =   0..7? 
SYMBOLS  =   1..300? 
MAT   =   PACKED  ARRAY   C1..NAX.   1..MAX1   OF   BASE? 
OBJECT   » 
(TERMINAL* NONTERMINL)? 
ALFA = PACKED ARRAY C1..AL1 OF CHAR? 
SETS * SET OF NUMBERS? 
ARRAYOFSETS = ARRAY CO • • AL1 OF SETS? 
ARRAYCFARfiAYS = ARRAY tl .. MAX1 OF ARRAYOFSETS? 
PRECEDENZ * ARRAY C1..HAX, 1..MAX) OF RELATIONS? 
(♦ INDEX ZERO IS USED FOR THE LEFT HANO SIOE OF THE PROOU 
CTION •> 
PROOUXION = RECORD 
RIGHTS ARRAY CO*.101 OF ALFA? 
KINOI ARRAY CO..101 OF OBJECT? 
CODE! ARRAY CO..101 OF SYMBOLS? 
COUNTS INTEGER? 
ENO? 
VAR 
NONTERMINALSS   ARRAY   C0..HAX1  OF   ALFA? 
TERHINALSS   ARRAY   U..MAX1   OF   ALFA? 
PRODUCTIONS!   ARRAY   C1..HAX21   OF   PROOUXION? 
BEGINSHITH,   FOLLOHEOBY,   ENOSMITH*  MAT? 
RESULTS   NAT? 
PRECEDENCES   PRECEDENZ? 
LEFTS.   RIGHTSS   ARRAYOFARRAYS? 
ALLNQNTERKS,   NULLABLEI   ARRAYOFSETS? 
STARTCNRIGHT,   NULLPRODUCTIONI   BOOLEAN? 
MATCH,   REOUNOANTS   BOOLEAN? 
TOTALNONTERMINALS*   TOTALTERHINALSs   INTEGER? 
TOTALSYMBOLSS   INTEGER? 
TOTALFRCOUCTIONSS   INTEGER? 
INOEXS   INTEGER? 
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ENDOFPROOUCTIONI   ALFA; 
THREE*   FOURI   BOOLEAN* 
CHI CHAR* 
(♦LAST   CHARACTER   REAO*) 
IDI ALFA? 
C'LAST   IDENTIFIER  READM 
X«   Y,   P,   Ql   INTEGERS 
KKI   INTEGER! 
At   ALFAI 
W0R01,   HOROZI   ALFA? 
WORD!   ARRAY   C1..101   OF   CHAR; 
AOOITIONt  BOOLEAN; 
LEFTRECURSIVEt   RIGHTRECURSIVEI   BOOLEAN; 
CLASHI BOOLEAN; 
SIXA» SIXBI BOOLEAN; 
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE(VAR HATRIXl HAT)J 
VAR 
i* J< INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR I 1= i TO HAX2 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J 1= i TO MAX2 DO 
HATRIXCI, Jl 1= O; 
END; 
END <»INITIALIZEM; 
PROCEDURE   WRITEBLANKSCKl   INTEGER)? 
VAR 
it INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR   I    1=   1   TO   K   00 
MRITE(= =>; 
END   (*WRITEBLANKS*>; 
PROCEOURE   SKIPLINECKl   INTEGER); 
VAR 
it INTEGER; 
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BEGIN 
FOR   I   I*   1   TO   K   00 
WRITELNt 
ENO (♦SKIPLINEM: 
PROCEDURE   PRINT? 
c* 
PRINT TERHINALS AND NONTERMINALS MITN THEIR CODE 
VAR 
i, JI INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
SKIPLINEC3)I 
WRITE BLANKS(17)X 
WRITE(=NONTERMINALS=>? 
WRITEBLANKS(S)? 
HRITE(=COOE=); 
WRITELN* 
WRITEBLANKS(17) ; 
WRITE(= =1 ; 
WRITEBLANKSC5)? 
WRITE(= =i: 
WRITELN? 
FOR I U 1 TO TOTALNONTERHINALS 00 
BEGIN 
HRITEBLANKSC17)I 
WRITE(NONTERHINALS(Il) t 
WRITE en; 
WRITELN; 
ENO: 
SKIPLINE(3>: 
WRITEBLANKS(17) ; 
WRITE(ETERHINALSE)? 
WRITEBLANKS(81 I 
WRITE (ECODEEM 
WRITELN; 
WRITEBLANKS(171? 
WRITE (E =) | 
WRITEBLANKSC8) I 
WRITECE =)? 
WRITELN: 
SKJPLIKEC3M 
FOR  I   ix  1   TO  TOTALTERHINALS   DO 
BEGIN 
J   «=   I  ♦   TOTALNONTERHINALSt 
KRITEBLANKSU7) I 
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WRITE (TERMINALS(D) I 
WRITE(J){ 
WRITELNt 
END; 
SKIPLINEU) t 
WRITEBLANKSC17)5 
WRITELNfE  TOTALPRODUCTIONS  *   = ,   TOTALPRODUCTION)t 
WRITEBLANKS(17)I 
WRITELN(=   NONTERMINALS==t   TOTALNONTERHINALS)! 
HRITEBLANKSC17IX 
HRITELNfr   TERMINALS*   = ,   TOTALTERMINALSII 
ENO   (♦PRINT*); 
PROCEDURE   PRINTOUTCMATRIXI   HAT;   X,   Yl   INTEGER;   MOROlt 
WORD2I   ALFA); 
(» 
PRINT LEFT AND RIGHT SETS OF NONTERMINALS 
♦> 
VAR 
i, j,  K, L, Ht INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
SKIPLINEO) ; 
FOR   I    t=   1   TO  TOTALNONTERHINALS  DO 
BEGIN 
WRITEBLANKSC17) ? 
WRITE(HOROit   X); 
KRITE(NONTERHINALSCD); 
WRITE(W0R02I   Y) ; 
FOR   K   I'   1   TO  TOTALNONTERHINALS  DO 
BEGIN 
IF   HATRIXCIt   Kl   »   1 THEN 
WRITE (E =, NONTERMINAL T KIM 
ENO; 
J «= TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ it 
FOR K is J TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
BEGIN 
IF HATRIXCIt Kl « 1 THEN 
BEGIN 
L I* K - TOTALNONTERHINALS* 
WRITE<= =T TERHINALSCL1M 
END; 
ENO; 
WRITELN: 
ENO; 
SKIPLINE(3) ; 
ENO (•PRINTOUT*); 
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PROCEOURE   PRINTPRODUCTIOKS; 
VAR 
It   J,   K,   LI   INTEGER! 
BEGIN 
WRITEBLANKSU7)I 
MRITELNC=PROOUCTIONS=>I 
WRITEBLANKSU7)* 
WRITELNCE = ) I 
SKIPLINEC2M 
FOR   I    Is   1   TO   TOTAL PRODUCTIONS   00 
WITH  PRODUCTlONStll   DO 
BEGIN 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
FOR  J   la   0   TO COUNT   DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE CRIGHTtJD; 
IF   J   *   0  THEN 
WRITEC=   «•   =•? 
END; 
WRITELN: 
END; 
IF NULLPRODUCTION 
THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR   I   1=   1   TO   TOTALNONTERHINALS   DO 
BEGIN 
J   l«   I   HOD  591 
K   I-   I   OIV  591 
IF   J   IN   NULLABLE(K)   THEN 
BEGIN 
MRITEBLANKSC17)I 
WRITE(NONTERMINALS!Il>I 
WRITECz   *   =11 
WRITELN; 
ENO; 
END; 
ENO; 
ENO !♦ PRINTPRODUCTIO*S*>* 
PROCEOURE PRINTPRECEOENCEHATRIX; 
VAR 
I, J, Kt INTEGER; 
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BEGIN 
SKIPLINEC3)* 
HR1TEBLANKSC17) * 
HRITELNCr      1   IS  THE  CODE  FOR   FOIL0WE0   BY?) t 
HRITEBLANKS(17It 
HRITELNCr     2  IS  THE  CODE  FOR  LESS  THAN PRECEDENCE?) 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
HRITELNf 
r     k  IS   THE   COOE   FOR GREATER THAN  PRECEDENCE:)f 
WRITEBLANKS(17)1 
HRITELNCr     IF   THERE   IS  ANYTHING  OTHER   THANH* 
HRITEBLANKS(17>* 
HRITELNCr      A   0*   19   2,   OR  H   IN   THE   HATRIXr)* 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
HRITELNCr      THEN   THERE   IS   A  CLASH:)* 
SKlPLlNECd) * 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
HRITELNCr   PRECEDENCE   HATRIXr)* 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
HRITELNCr   r)* 
SKIPLINEC3)* 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
HRITECr  =)? 
FOR   I   Is   l   TO  TOTALSYHBOLS  00 
HRITECIt   3,    r     =)* 
HRITELN* 
HRITECr   r) * 
HRITEBLANKSC17)* 
FOR I   1=   1   TO   TOTALSYHBOLS   00 
HRITECr =) * 
SKIPLINEC3)* 
FOR I la l TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
HRITEBLANKSC12)* 
HRITECr =» II «♦» =♦=)* 
FOR J 1= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
BEGIN 
WRITE(PRECEDENCEtI, Jll 3, =  r)* 
ENO* 
SKI PL I NEC 2) * 
ENO* 
END (* PRINTPRECEDENCEHATRIX*)* 
PROCEDURE FILLNATRIXCI* J. Kt INTEGER* VAR MATRIX! NAT)I 
C» CALCULATE RELATIONSHIPS  BEGXNSMITH AND ENOSNITH   M 
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VAR 
Li INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PR00UCTI0NSCI1 DO 
BEGIN 
IF KINOtJl * TERMINAL 
THEN 
L Is TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ CODECJl 
ELSE 
L I* CODECJIt 
MATRIXCK* LI t= II 
END; 
END C»FILLHATRIX») I 
PROCEDURE TRANSIT IVECLOSUREC VAR HATRIXI MATH 
I*   CALCULATE THE TRANSITIVE CLOSURE OF MATRIX   •) 
VAR 
Ii Jt K, L, HI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR J I* 1 TO TOTALSYMBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
FOR I 1= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
IF HATRIXCI, Jl * 1 THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR K I" 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
IF MATRIXCJ, Kl * 1 THEN 
HATRIXCI* Kl •* 1« 
ENO; 
ENO; 
END; 
END (*TRAT\SITIVECLOSURE*>; 
PROCEDURE LEFTRIGHTCVAR HATRIXI HAT; VAR HATRIXH 
ARRAYCFARRAYSM 
(* CALCULATE LEFT AND RIGHT SETS       »> 
VAR 
i, J* K, L* HI INTEGER; 
NI NUMBERS: 
BEGIN 
FOR   I    Is   1   TO  HAX   00 
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FOR  J   !«   0   TO   AL   00 
HATRIXUIJ   tJl   l«   tit 
FOR   I    U   l   TO  TOTALNONTERHINALS 00 
BEGIN 
FOR   J   U   1  TO   TOTALSYHBOLS   DO 
BEGIN 
IF   MATRIX(I,   Jl   «   1  THEN 
BEGIN 
M   l«  J  OIV  591 
N   I*  J  HOD   59: 
MATRIX1CI1 CHI 1= HATRIX1CI1 (HI ♦ CNI; 
ENO 
END; 
ENO; 
J T- TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ IX 
ENO (» LEFTRIGHTMX 
PROCEDURE LEFTSETS; 
C» CALCULATE MATRIX  LEFT = BEGINSHITH* •) 
VAR 
It   Jv   K,   L,   M,   Nt   INTEGER? 
BEGIN 
INITIALIZE(BEGINSHITH)X 
FOR   I    1=   1   TO  TOTALPROOUCTIONS   00 
BEGIN 
WITH  PRODUCTIONS!II   DO 
K «= CODECoi; 
FILLHATRIXCI,   1,   K«   BEGINSHITH)t 
ENDS 
TRANSITIVECLOSURE(BEGINSHITH)t 
M i= a; 
N   »=   5X 
H0RD1   is   =  LEFT   (        = ; 
H0RO2   I-   =)      = =? 
LEFTRIGHT(BEGINSHITH,   LEFTS!I 
PRINTOUT(BEGINSHITH,   H,   N,   H0RD1,   K0RD2)t 
END   C*LEFTSETS*II 
PROCEOURE  RIGHTSETS; 
(*   CALCULATE  MATRIX     RIGHT   =  ENDSHITH* •! 
VAR 
I,  J,  K, L,  HI   INTEGER; 
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Nt INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
INITIALIZECENDSMITH)? 
FOR   I    1=   1   TO  TOTALPROOUCTIONS  00 
BEGIN 
WITH   PRODUCTIONS!!!   00 
BEGIN 
K   I*   CODECOlI 
FILLHATRIXfl,   COUNT*   K*   ENOSMITH); 
ENOI 
END; 
TRANSITIVECLOSURE(ENOSMITH)X 
LEFTRIGHT(ENOSMITH* RIGHTS)? 
M  t= 9: 
N 1= 5? 
H0R01 I- = RIGHT (  =t 
H0RD2 1= =1  =      =; 
PRINTOUT(ENOSMITH, H, N, MORDl, H0RO2)I 
END C»RIGHTSETS») ; 
PROCEOURE MATRIXPRODUCTCVAR A* B* Cl HAT); 
(♦ 
CALCULATE BOOLEAN PRODUCT OF A AND B 
C 3 A.e ♦1 
VAR 
i* J» K, Lt INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
INITIALIZE(C); 
FOR   J   1=1   TO  TOTALSYHBOLS   00 
FOR  I   U   1  TO   TOTALSYHBOLS   00 
IF ACI,   Jl   =   1   THEN 
FOR  K   l>   1  TO  TOTALSYHBOLS  DO 
IF   BCJ*   Kl  =   1   THEN 
CCI*   K)   t»   i; 
END   (*HATRIXPRO0UCT*M 
PROCEOURE   F0LL0HE00IRECTLY3YCVAR  MATRIXt   HATH 
(♦   CALCULATE   KATRIX  FOR RELATIONSHIP     FOLLOMEOBY  •) 
VAR 
I*   J*   K,  L*   H,   Nl   INTEGER? 
oict BOOLEAN; 
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BEGIN 
INITIALIZE(MATRIX) I 
FOR   I    la   l   TO  TOTALPRODUCTIONS   00 
BEGIN 
WITH   PR0DUCTI0NSCI1   DO 
BEGIN 
FOR  J   I*   1  TO (COUNT  -   II    DO 
BEGIN 
N   l*  J   ♦   It 
IF KINDCJ1 = TERMINAL 
THEN 
K I* TOTALNONTERNINALS » CODEC 
J] 
ELSE 
K l« COOECJlt 
FILLHATRIXCI, N, K, MATRIX)! 
END* 
ENO; 
END: 
END (♦FCLLOWEODIRECTLYBY'M 
PROCEDURE  FILLPRECEDENCEPATRIXCVAR  MATRIX!   NAT!   Nt 
INTEGER)5 
(♦ 
FILL THE PRECEDENCE MATRIX AND CHECK FOR 
PRECEDENCE CLASHES. 
N * 1    MEANS FOLLOMEDBY 
N = 2   MEANS LESS THAN PRECEDENCE 
N = t*        MEANS GREATER THAN PRECEDENCE 
•I 
VAR 
It J* K, Lt Ml INTEGER! 
BEGIN 
CLASH »= FALSE! 
FOR I I- 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J t= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
BEGIN 
IF MATRIXCI, Jl a 1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
PRECEDENCE!I, J] t* PRECCDENCCtI, 
JJ ♦ N; 
IF CPRECEOENCECXT J] » 31 OR I 
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PRECEOENCECXt  Jl  *   5) OR   C 
PRECEDENCEII«   Jl   *  6) OR   C 
PRECEDENCES,  Jl  -   71 
THEN 
CLASH   ti  TRUE* 
END: 
END; 
END; 
END   (*FILLPRECEDENCEHATRIX*) t 
PROCcOURE CALCULATEPRECEOENCEHATRIX < 
(♦ 
RESULT = FOLLOHEOBY . BEGINSMITH* 
RESULT HAS LESS THAN PRECEDENCE 
RESULT = F0LL0HED8Y . BEGINSHITH • 
BEGINSMITH = (ENOSMITH)T 
ENDSMITH = BEGINSMITH . RESULT 
ENDSMITH HAS GREATER THAN PRECEDENCE 
*) 
VAR 
I, J, K, L, HI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR I 1= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J 1= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGIN 
PRECEOENCECI, J]  UD< 
ENO; 
END; 
FOLLOMEODIRECTLYBY(FOLLOMEOBY)? 
FILLPRECEDENCEHATRIX(FOLLOMEOBY, 111 
HATRIXFROOUCTCFOLLQMEOBYFF BEGINSHITH* RESULT); 
FILLPRECEDENCEHATRIX(RESULT, 2M 
FOR I  1= 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
BEGINSMITHCI, II Is 1? 
HATRIXPROOUCTCFOLLOMEOBY, BEGINSMITH. RESULT)I 
FOR J l« 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS DO 
BEGINSHITHU, II Is ENDSMITHCI, JJI 
HATRIXFROOUCTCBEGINSMITH, RESULT, ENDSMITH)t 
FILLPRECEDENCEHATRIXCENOSHITH, *)I 
PRINTPRECEOENCEHATRIX; 
END (•CALCULATEPRECEOENCEHATRIX*)t 
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PROCEDURE ADDPROOUCTIOMM, II INTEGER)? 
(*  AOO A NEW PRODUCTION OF THE FORM Al r   A OR 
A2 * A AND UPDATE ALL THE COUNTERS     *1 
VAR 
Lt Nt INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
N l« TOTALPROOUCTIONS ♦ Ml 
WITH PRODUCTIONSCN1 DO 
BEGIN 
PACMHOROt 1, RIGHTCODt 
KINOCO) »= NONTERHINL* 
IF I > TOTALNONTERHINALS 
THEN 
BEGIN 
KINOC1I I- TERMINAL! 
COOEtll 1= I - TOTALNONTERHINALS! 
L t= I - TOTALNONTERHINALS? 
RIGHTC11 l= TERHINALSCLi; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
RIGHTIll 1= NONTERMINALS!II; 
KINOCll 1= KINOCOi; 
COOEtll 1= i; 
ENO? 
L 1 = TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ M? 
CODEC 01 1= L: 
COUNT i= i; 
NONTERMINALS (LI 1= RIGHTtOll 
END; 
END  (*AODPRODUCTION»M 
PROCEDURE CHANGESYHBOLCVAR It J*   INTEGER)I 
(* 
SYKBOL X IS CHANGED TO XI IF X IS RIGHT RECURSIVE 
X IS CHANGEO TO X2 IF X IS LEFT RECURSIVE 
♦1 
VAR 
Kt LI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PRODUCTIONSCI1 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR K 1= 1 TO 10 00 
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WORCtK)   is   =   = ; 
UNPACKtRIGHTCJlt   HOROt   lit 
L   is   Ot 
REPEAT 
L   l«  L   ♦   1* 
UNTIL    (HOROtLl   s   =   =1   OR   CL   >   10)t 
IF  L   >   10   THEN 
L   is   10? 
IF LEFTRECURSIVE 
THEN 
HOROtLl    is   =2= 
ELSE 
HOROtLl    is   El=l 
ADDITION   Is   TRUES 
END; 
END (* CHAN6ESYHB0L ♦)t 
PROCEDURE RESTRICTEDEXPANSIONCH, N, 0, Pt INTEGER)! 
(* 
CHANGES THE RECURSIVE SYNBOLS IN THE RIGHT HANO SIDE 
OF PRODUCTIONS. 
♦> 
VAR 
It Jt K, LI INTEGER; 
ALREAOYCHANGEDI BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
AODITICN is FALSEt 
ALREADYCHANGEO Is FALSE; 
IF 0 > TOTALNONTERHINALS 
THEN 
BEGIN 
I is 0 - TOTALNONTERHINALS; 
MOROl is TERHINALStli; 
END 
ELSE 
MOROl is NONTERHINALSCOi; 
FOR I Is 1 TO TOTALPROOUCTIONS 00 
BEGIN 
NITH PRODUCTIONS!II DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J is 1 ♦ H TO COUNT - N DO 
BEGIN 
IF RIGHTCJI s H0RD1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
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IF NOT ALREAOVCHANGED 
THEN 
BEGIN 
CHANGESYNBOLCIt   Jll 
ALREADYCHANGEO   l» 
TRUE? 
END! 
PACKCMORO,   It   RIGHTtJIU 
CODECJI   I* 
TOTALNONTERNINALS   ♦   PI 
END! 
END! 
END! 
END! 
END   <*RESTRICTEDEXPANSION*M 
PROCEDURE RECURSIVESYHBOLS! 
(* CHECK FOR RECURSIVE SYMBOLS ♦) 
VAR 
It Jt K, L, HI INTEGER! 
Nl NUHEERS! 
BEGIN 
THREE 1 = FALSE! 
FOUR 1= FALSE! 
H I- 0! 
FOR I is 1 TO TOTALNONTERNINALS DO 
BEGIN 
LEFTRECURSIVE I* FALSE! 
RIGHTRECURSIVE «= FALSE! 
L l= I DIV 59! 
N »= I HOD 59! 
IF  N   IN  RIGHTSCI1   CL1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
RIGHTRECURSIVE «= TRUE! 
N I* H ♦ 1! 
RESTRICTEOEXPANSIONCOv 1* It MM 
N I* M - 1! 
IF ADOITION THEN 
BEGIN 
THREE is TRUE! 
M l« H ♦ 1! 
AODPROOUCTIONCH* II! 
END! 
RIGHTRECURSIVE I* FALSE! 
ENO! 
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IF N IN LEFTSCII (LI 
THEN 
8EGIN 
LEFTRECURSIVE S* TRUE I 
N l» N «- It 
RESTRICTE0EXPANSI0NC1, 0* It MM 
H lx H - II 
IF AOOITION THEN 
BEGIN 
FOUR I* TRUEt 
M is H ♦ 1? 
ADDPRODUCTIONCH, IIT 
END; 
LEFTRECURSIVE 1= FALSEI 
ENDI 
ENDS 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS 1= TOTALPROOUCTIONS ♦ Ht 
TOTALNONTERHINALS t*  TOTALNONTERNINALS ♦ HI 
TOTALSYHBOLS I* TOTALSYNBOLS * Ht 
END <*RECURSIVESYMBOLS»)t 
PROCEDURE NOTERMINALSONRIGHTt 
(*   FIND ALL THE PRODUCTIONS MITH ONLY NONTERMINALS 
ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE     »> 
VAR 
ii J, KI INTEGER; 
M, Nt INTEGER? 
BEGIN 
FOR   I    I*   1   TO   TOTALPROOUCTIONS   DO 
BEGIN 
MITH   PRODUCTIONSCI1   DO 
BEGIN 
J I* Ot 
REPEAT 
j i* j ♦ i; 
UNTIL (KINDCJl = TERMINAL) OR CJ > 
COUNT)t 
IF CJ > COUNT) AND CKINDCJ - II « 
NONTERHINL) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
N is I OIV 59t 
M l» I MOD 59t 
ALLNONTERHSCN1 I* ALLNONTERNSCN1 ♦ CMlt 
ENOt 
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ENOt 
END (*NOTERMINALSONRlGHT*> t 
PROCEDURE FINONULLABLENONTERHINALS1 
VAR 
it Jt KI INTEGER; 
L, M, NI INTEGER; 
ACOI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
NOTERNINALSONRIGHT: 
ADD t= 1; 
WHILE   ADO   >   0   DO 
BEGIN 
ADD 1= o; 
FOR I 1= 1 TO TOTALPROOUCTIOKS DO 
BEGIN 
J 1= I OIV 59; 
K 1= I HOD 59; 
IF K IN ALLNONTERHSU1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
WITH PROOUCTIONSCIl 00 
BEGIN 
L i* i; 
REPEAT 
J ts C00ECL1 OIV 591 
K i> C00EIL1 NOD 591 
IF K IN NULLABLEtJl 
THEN 
NATCH la TRUE 
ELSE 
HATCH I* FALSE1 
L tx L ♦ 11 
UNTIL NOT HATCH OR CL > 
COUNT)1 
IF CL > COUNT) ANO NATCH 
THEN 
BEGIN 
ADO I* ADO ♦ 11 
J I- COOECtl OIV 591 
K i« COOECOl HOO 591 
IF K IN NULLABLEtJl 
THEN 
AOO • * ADO - 1 
ELSE 
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NULLABLEtJl «- 
NULLABLEtJl   ♦   t 
KM 
ENO: 
ENO; 
END: 
ENO: 
END: 
END («FINONULLABLENONTERHINALS»): 
PROCEOURE   ISTHISREOUNOANTCNI   INTEGER)I 
(♦        CHECK   IF THIS  PRODUCTION  IS   ALREADY   IN  OUT  LIST 
OF   PRODUCTIONS ♦) 
VAR 
iv JI INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
HATCH    »=   FALSE; 
REDUNDANT   1=  FALSE: 
i i- t; 
REPEAT 
IF FROOUCTIONSII1.COUNT = PRODUCTIONSCN).COUNT 
THEN 
BEGIN 
J t= o; 
REPEAT 
HATCH ts PRODUCTIONSCH.RIGHTCJ1 ■ 
PRODUCTIONSCN1.RIGH1CJ1I 
J I* J ♦ It 
UNTIL NOT HATCH OR (J > PROOUCTIONSCI1. 
COUNT); 
IF (J > PROOUCTIONSCI1.COUNT) AND HATCH 
THEN 
REDUNDANT I* TRUE; 
END: 
I l= I ♦ It 
UNTIL (I > TOTALFROOUCTIONS) OR REOUNDAHTt 
END (♦ ISTHISREOUNOANT ♦); 
PROCEOURE DELETESYHBOLCI. JI INTEGER); 
C»  HAKE A NEW PEODUCTIOK BY DELETING THE SYHBOL 
PROOUCTIONSCI).RIGHT!Jl      *> 
VAR 
Nt INTEGER: 
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Kt INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
REDUNDANT   1=  FALSE! 
N   I*   TOTALPRODUCTICNS   ♦   It 
FOR   K   U   0   TO  J  •   1   00 
BEGIN 
PROOUCTIONSCNl.RIGHTCKl   «»  PROOUCTIONSCI1* 
RIGHTCK1I 
PROOLCTIONSCNl.KINDCKl   l«  PROOUCTIONSCII.KIND 
CKll 
FROOtCTIONSCNl.CODECKl   t=  PRODUCTIONS(I1.CODE 
CKll 
END; 
FOR K L= J «■ 1 TO PRODUCTIONS(II.COUNT 00 
BEGIN 
PRODUCTIONSCNl.RIGHTCK  -   11   l»  PRODUCTIONS!II 
.RlGHTCKlt 
FR0OUCTIONSCN1.KINDCK  -   11   I*   PROOUCTIONSCII. 
KINDCKl! 
PR00UCTI0NSCN1.C0DECK  -   11   U   PROOUCTIONSC!1. 
CODECKl! 
END; 
PR0DUCTI0NSCN1.COUNT «= PROOUCTIONSCI1.COUNT - II 
ISTHISREOUNDANT(N)I 
IF NOT REDUNDANT THEN 
TOTALPRODUCTIONS «= NL 
END <» OELETESYHBOL*)! 
PROCEDURE REPLACEPRODUCTIONSt 
(*    REPLACE NULL PRODUCTIONSNAKING SURE THAT THE NEM 
PRODUCTION IS NOT REDUNDANT       ♦> 
VAR 
I* J, K. Li INTEGER! 
BEGIN 
NULLPROOUCTION Is FALSE! 
FINONULLABLENONTERHINALS! 
I »- i! 
REPEAT 
BEGIN 
NITH PR0OUCTI0NSCI1 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J •« 1 TO COUNT 00 
BEGIN 
K is C00ECJ1 MOO 59! 
L is CODECJl DIV 59! 
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IF   (KINOCJJ   =  NONTERKINL)   ANO   IK 
IN   KULLA8LE!L)> 
THEN 
BEGIN 
IF   CJ   *   il   ANO   (COUNT   >   1> 
THEN 
OELETESYHBOLCI,   Jl 
ELSE 
IF   (J  >   1>   ANO   (RIGHT! Jl 
<> RICHTtJ - 111 
THEN 
OELETESYHBOLU, Jl I 
ENOt 
END; 
ENOt 
END! 
I t» I ♦ II 
UNTIL I > TOTALPRODUCTIONS: 
PRINTPROOUCTIONS; 
PRINT X 
END (* REPLACEPRODUCTIONS*): 
PROCEOURE AOONEWSTART? 
(♦ 
ADO A NEW START SYMBOL 
IF START SYH80L IS S* NEW START SYHBOL IS Si* 
VAR 
I, J, K, Nl INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
LEFTRECURSIVE I* FALSE: 
RIGHTRECURSIVE T= TRUEI 
I t* 1? 
j «* o; 
CHANGESYHBOLdt   JM 
N   r=   TOTALPROOUCTIONS   ♦   1? 
K   t=  TOTALNONTERNINALS  ♦   It 
WITH   PRODUCTIONS!11   00 
BEGIN 
PACK(WORD,   1,   RIGHT(0 lit 
N0NTERHINALSCK1   t»   RIGHT!01) 
COOEC01   1=   K? 
ENO; 
WITH PRODUCTIONS!NL DO 
BEGIN 
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RIGHTC01 1= NONTERMINALSCKlI 
CODEC 01 • « Kl 
KINDC01 is NCNTERNINL? 
RIGHTCH I* NONTERHINALStlM 
KINO(l) Is NONTERMINLX 
CODEC 11 Is II 
COUNT ts It 
END; 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS L> HX 
TOTALNONTERMINALS I* KL 
TOTALSYMBOLS • « TOTALSYMBOLS ♦ IT 
PRINTPROOUCTIONSI 
RIGHTRECURSIVE 1= FALSE? 
END (• ADDNEWSTART*)% 
PROCEOURE   STEPS1THRU5T 
VAR 
I,   J,   Mf   Nl   INTEGER! 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
TOTALSYMBOLS   1=   TOTALNONTERMINALS   ♦ 
TOTALTERHINALSI 
PRINTPROOUCTIONSI 
PRINT! 
IF STARTONRIGHT THEN 
ADONEHSTART; 
IF KULLPRCOUCTION THEN 
REPLACEPROOUCTIONS* 
LEFTSETS; 
RIGHTSETSJ 
CALCULATEPRECEOENCEMATRIX; 
IF CLASH * FALSE THEN 
GOTO is; 
RECURSIVESYH80LSI 
UNTIL (THREE = FALSE) AND (FOUR * FALSE)I 
END (» STEPS1THRU5*) ; 
PROCEOURE STEPSIXA(VAR Kl INTEGER); 
(♦  IF Q s Y OR Q IN LEFTCY) OR Y IN LEFT(Q) OR 
LEFT(Q) • LEFTCY) IS NOT EMPTY THEN APPLY RIGHT- 
RESTRICTED EXPANSION TO X    •) 
VAR 
QINLEFTY, YINLEFTOI BOOLEAN; 
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I NT I   SET OF   MJM8ERS* 
EMPTYi BOOLEAN; 
If   Jl   INTEGER) 
BEGIN 
INT   t =   [It 
I    Is   X  MOD   59* 
J   l»   X   OIV   59? 
IF  I   IN RIGHTStPl   CJ1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
I   1=   i; 
REPEAT 
INT   is   LEFTSCQ)   (II   •  LEFTSCYl   CHI 
IF   INT   =   tl 
THEN 
EMPTY I= TRUE 
ELSE 
EMPTY   I*   FALSE* 
I   IS   I  Ml 
UNTIL   <I   >   AL1   OR   (EMPTY   =   FALSE)I 
I   1=   Q MOO   59; 
J   l=   Q  DIV   59; 
IF  I   IN LEFTSCYl   [J] 
THEN 
QINLEFTY   1=   TRUE 
ELSE 
QINLEFTY   I*   FALSE; 
I   l=   Y  MOO   59* 
J   1=   Y  OIV   59? 
IF  I   IK LEFTSCQ1   CJ1 
THEN 
YINLEFTQ   !■   TRUE 
ELSE 
YINLEFTQ   I*   FALSE* 
IF   (Q  =   Yl   OR  QINLEFTY   OR YINLEFTQ  OR   (EMPTY 
=   FALSE) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
RIGHTRECURSIVE   I*   TRUE* 
M   I*   M   ♦   i* 
RESTRICTEOEXPANSION(0t   It   X,   MM 
M   I*   M  -   1* 
IF   ADDITION   THEN 
BEGIN 
SIXA   1=   TRUE* 
M   I*  M   ♦   It 
AOOPRODUCTIONCHt   X) * 
END* 
RIGHTRECURSIVE   i*   FALSE! 
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END* 
END 
ENO (•STEPSIXA»)5 
PROCEOURE STEPSIXBCVAR HI INTEGER)! 
C»   IF Y IN LEFTIQI AND P * X THEN APPLY LEFT 
RESTRICTED EXPANSION^TO Y  •! 
VAR 
I, Jt INTEGER; 
QINLEFTY, YINLEFTQl BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
I 1= Y MOO 59; 
J is Y OIV 59! 
IF I IN LEFTSCQ1 CJl 
THEN 
YINLEFTQ 1= TRUE 
ELSE 
YINLEFTQ 1= FALSE? 
IF (YINLEFTQ) ANO (P = X) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
LEFTRECURSIVE   1=  TRUE? 
H   1=   N   ♦   1? 
RESTRICTEDEXPANSIONC1,   0*   Y,  HI I 
N   1=   H  -   1? 
IF  ADDITION  THEN 
BEGIN 
SIXB  I-  TRUE; 
H   U   H  ♦   « 
AOOPROOUCTION<M, Y); 
END; 
LEFTRECURSIVE I= FALSE; 
END; 
END <«STEPSIXB »); 
PROCEOURE   STEPSIX; 
(♦        FIND  ALL SYHBOLS SUCH  THAT   X  IS  FOLLOMEO   BY Y  ANO 
P   IS   FOLLOWED   BY   Q   .        ♦) 
VAR 
I* J»  K* LI  INTEGER; 
HI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
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H i* o: 
SIXA is FALSE; 
SI>B I- FALSEI 
RIGHTRECURSIVE 1= FALSE; 
LEFTRECURSIVE I* FALSEt 
FOR X Is i TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
FOR V t* 1 TO TOTALSYHBOLS 00 
BEGIN 
IF FOLLOWEOBYCXt Yl * i 
THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR   P   is  i   TO   TOTALSYHBOLS  00 
FOR   Q   I'   1   TO  TOTALSYHBOLS  00 
BEGIN 
IF   FOLLOWEOBYCPt   01   *   1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
IF   <X   <>   P>   OR   IY   <> 
0) 
THEN 
STEPSIXAtHM 
STEPSIXB(H)I 
ENOt 
ENO; 
END* 
END; 
T0TALPR0DUCTI0NS IS TOTALPROOUCTIOKS ♦ H* 
TOTAL NONTERMINALS IS TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ HI 
TOTALSYHBOLS IS TOTALNONTERHINALS ♦ TOTALTERHINALS* 
PRINTPRODUCTIONS; 
END   l»   STEPSIX'i: 
PROCEDURE   FINOTERHINALS* 
C* 
FIND ALL TERHINALS 
CODE ANO KINO ARE SET FOR ALL RIGHT HAND SIDE SYMBOLS 
SET CODE ANO KINO, FOR ALL RIGHT HAND SIOE SYMBOLS. 
COOE IS SET TO BE THE INDEX OF THE ARRAY TERHINALS OR 
NONTERMINALS OEPENOING ON WHETHER THE SYMBOL IS TERMIN 
AL 
OR NONTERMINAL. 
•1 
VAR 
I, J, Kt L, HI INTEGERS 
BEGIN 
L is o: 
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FOR   I    la   1   TO   TOTALPRODUCTIONS   DO 
BEGIN 
WITH  PRODUCTIONS(I)   00 
BEGIN 
FOR   J   la   1  TO  COUNT  00 
BEGIN 
K   l«  -   1? 
REPEAT 
K I- K ♦ It 
UNTIL (RIGHTtJl * NONTERMINALS!Kl 
) OR (K > TOTALNONTERttINM.S) 1 
IF K > TOTALNONTERHINALS 
THEN 
BEGIN 
KINDCJ1 l> TERMINAL! 
K 13 01 
REPEAT 
K   I* K ♦ It 
UNTIL (RIGHTtJl » TERMINALS 
CK11 OR CK > LM 
IF K > L 
THEN 
BEGIN 
L I- L ♦ II 
TERMINALStLl •> RIGHT 
tjll 
CODEtJI »» LI 
ENO 
ELSE 
C00ECJ1 t> K| 
ENO 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
KIN0CJ1 I* NONTERHINLI 
C00ECJ1 13 K* 
END; 
END? 
ENO; 
END; 
TOTALTERMINALS 1= L? 
END <»FINDTERHIKALS*M 
PROCEDURE FIKONONTERHSCVAR I. J* Kt INTEGER!t 
(♦ 
FONO ALL THE NONTERMINALS 
FIND IF THE START SYMBOL APPEARS ON THE RIGHT 
HANO SIDE OF A PRODUCTION 
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VAR 
Lt INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WITH PROOUCTIONS(I) DO 
BEGIN 
RIGHTCJ1 «= IOt 
IF J * 0 
THEN 
BEGIN 
KINOCJ1 l* NONTERHINLt 
I I* Ot 
REPEAT 
L l» L ♦ U 
UNTIL (NONTERMINALS(LI * 10) OR CL > K) 
t 
IF L > K 
THEN 
BEGIN 
K •« K ♦ lt 
N0NTERMINALSIK1 I* IOt 
C00ECJ1 1= Kt 
ENO 
ELSE 
CODECJl Is Lt 
ENO 
ELSE 
IF 10 * NCNTERNINALSC11 THEN 
STARTONRIGHT I- TRUE! 
J «= J ♦ U 
ENDt 
END (*FINONONTERHS»)t 
PROCEDURE GETCHt 
BEGIN 
IF  EOLNCINPUTI 
THEN 
BEGIN 
CH   1=   =   =t 
REAOLNCINPUT)t 
ENO 
ELSE 
READCCH) t 
ENO   C'GETCHM? 
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PROCEOURE CETSYMt 
VAR 
Kl INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
WHILE   CH  *   =  =   00 
GETCH; 
K   I *   OJ 
REPEAT 
IF   K <   AL  THEN 
BEGIN 
K   1=   K  ♦ li 
ACK1    1= CH; 
END? 
GETCH; 
UNTIL   CH  =   =  =t 
KK I= AL; 
IF K   <   KK   THEN 
REPEAT 
ACKK1    1-   = — • 
KK   «=   KK   - I; 
UNTIL   KK   =   K? 
ID t- A; 
ENO   ( >GETSYM»> ; 
PROCEDURE REAOINFUT? 
<* 
READ THE PRODUCTIONS. 
SET THE KINO FOR THE LEFT HAND SIOE SYMBOL TO BE 
NONTERMINAL.   FILL THE ARRAY NONTERMINALS ANO 
SET THE CODE FOR LEFT HAND SIDE SYMBOL. 
NOTE COHN THE NULL PRODUCTIONS 
•• 
VAR 
It Jt K, LI INTEGERS 
Ht NI INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR  I   I*   0   TO  AL   00 
BEGIN 
NULLABLECI1   I*   U? 
ALLN0NTERHSCI1   Is   tit 
ENO; 
NULLPRODUCTION IS FALSE; 
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STARTONRIGHT I* FALSE* 
i i* 1; 
J 1= OS 
K I* 0? 
WHILE NOT EOFCINPUT) DO 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
GETSYHS 
IF ID t   ENOOFPRODUCTION THEN 
FINDNONTERHSCI* J, Kit 
UNTIL ID = ENOOFPROOUCTION! 
IF J » 1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
N   l=  PROOUCTIONStlKCOOECOl   OIV  591 
M   l=  PROOUCTIONSCIl.COOECOl  NOD 591 
NULLABLEtNJ   I-   NULLABLECNl   ♦   CNll 
I   l»   X  •   U 
KULLPRODUCTION   t=   TRUES 
END 
ELSE 
PROOUCTIOKSCI).COUNT   t=   J -   It 
J »=  o; 
X   l*   X   ♦   It 
END; 
TOTALNONTERHINALS 1= KS 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS   U   I   •   il 
ENO   (•REAOINPUTM S 
BEGIN   (*MAIN*> 
CH   l«  =   = S 
GETSYH; 
ENDOFPRODUCTION I- IDS 
REAOINPUTS 
FINDTERNINALSS 
STEPS1THRU5S 
STEPSIXS 
131 
END   C»   HIRTH  HEBER ♦) • 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS     f  CA CB CC 
CA     - SA CA CA 
CB     t*  SB 
CB     <• CA CC 
CC     - SA 
CA    o 
CC    i* 
NONTERMINALS     CODE 
CS i 
CA 2 
CB 3 
CC h 
TERMINALS CODI 
SA 5 
SB 6 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS = 
NONTERMINALS* * 
TERMINALS^ 2 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS !• CA CB CC 
CA I* SA CA CA 
CB & SB 
ca l» CA CC 
cc •• SA 
CS •• CB CC 
CS <• CA CC 
CS & CA CB 
CA & SA CA 
CB & CC 
CB & CA 
CS & CC 
CS 0 CB 
CS »» CA 
CA !» SA 
NONTERMINALS 
CS 
CA 
CB 
CC 
COOE 
1 
2 
3 
k 
TERMINALS CODE 
SA 
SB 
5 
6 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS = 
NONTERMINALS* 
TERMINALS' 
15 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS •• CA CB 
CA •• CS CC 
CA i» SA 
CC i» SB 
CB •» SA 
NONTERMINALS CODE 
CS 1 
CA 2 
CC 3 
CB h 
TERMINALS        COOE 
SA 5 
SB 6 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS = 
NONTERMINALS* 
TERMINALS' 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS1    •• CA CB 
CA     f CS CC 
CA     ,» SA 
CC     •» SB 
CB     e  SA 
CS1    ,. CS 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS i» SA CA CA 
CA & CB CA CB 
CA & SA 
CB * CA SB CA 
CB t» CB SB 
CB    CB    SA 
CB     •» S8    SA 
NONTERMINALS     CODE 
CS 1 
CA 2 
CB 3 
TERMINALS        COOE 
SA k 
SB 5 
TOTALPROOUCTIOKS = 
NONTERMINALS- 3 
TERMINALS* 2 
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LEFT { CS ) s SA 
LEFT C CA ) X CA ce SA SB 
LEFT ( CB ) B CA CB SA SB 
RIGHT ( CS > X SA 
RIGHT ( CA » — CA CB SA SB 
RIGHT f CB ) s CA CB SA SB 
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1 IS THE COOE FOR FOLLOWED BY 
2 IS THE COOE FOR LESS THAN PRECEDENCE 
<♦ IS THE COOE FOR GREATER THAN PRECEDENCE 
IF THERE IS ANYTHING OTHER THAN 
A 0, 1, 2, OR «♦ IN THE MATRIX 
THEN THERE IS A CLASH 
PRECEDENCE MATRIX 
1* 0 h % k k 
2» 0 7 7 6 7 
3* 0 7 7 7 7 
k* 0 7 6 6 6 
5* 0 3 2 3 2 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS r   SA CA1 CA1 
CA * CB1 CA1 CB2 
CA i* SA 
ca r. CA1 SB CA2 
CB i» CB1 SB 
ca i» SB SA 
CA1 *   CA 
CA2 - CA 
CB1 •» CB 
C32 •• CB 
CB1   CB1 SA 
NONTERMINALS CODE 
CS 1 
CA 2 
CB 3 
CA1 if 
CA2 5 
CB1 6 
CB2 7 
TERMINALS COOI 
SA a 
SB 9 
TOTALPROOUCTIONS = 
NONTERMINALS* 7 
TERMINALS' 2 
10 
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LEFT ( CS 1 s SA 
LEFT f CA ) = CA CB CA1 cei SA SB 
LEFT ( CB 1 = CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT 1 CA1 ) 3 CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT t CA2 1 * CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CB1 ) = CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CB2  )  =  CA    CB    CA1   CB1   SA    SB 
RIGHT ( CS ) = SA 
RIGHT ( CA ) s CA CB CAZ CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT < CB > s CA CB CAZ C82 SA SB 
RIGHT ( CA1 ) s CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT ( CAZ ) s CA CB CAZ CBZ SA SB 
RIGHT ( CB1 ) s CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT ( C82 ) s CA CB CAZ ce2 SA SB 
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1 IS THE CODE FOR FOLLOWED BY 
2 IS THE COOE FOR LESS THAN PRECEDENCE 
h  IS THE COOE FOR GREATER THAN PRECEDENCE 
IF THERE IS ANYTHING OTHER THAN 
A 0t It 2ff OR <» IN THE MATRIX 
THEN THERE IS A CLASH 
PRECEDENCE MATRIX 
1* 0 k <♦ *♦ 0 % 0 «t k 
Z* 0 k *> <♦ 0 <♦ «♦ % 
3* 0 h «♦ *♦ 0 V 1* h 
*♦ 0 6 6 7 0 7 5 6 
5* 0 «♦ h «♦ 0 t* h % 
6» 0 6 6 7 0 7 % 7 
7» 0 h h (» 0 % % *> 
8» 0 6 6 7 0 6 0 6 
9» 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 3 2 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS <*   SA CA12 CA12 
CA <• CB1 CA12 CB2 
CA +  SA 
CB fi  CA1 SB CA2 
CB «• CB1 SB 
CB •• SB SA 
CA1 o CA 
CA2 .» CA 
CB1 •• CB 
C32 «• CB 
CA12 •• CA1 
CB12 •• CB1 
CB12     CB12     SA 
NONTERMINALS COOE 
CS 1 
CA 2 
CB 3 
CA1 k 
CA2 5 
CB1 6 
CB2 7 
CA12 8 
C312 9 
TERMINALS COO 
SA 10 
SB 11 
TOTAL PRODUCTIONS = 12 
NONTERMINALS' 9 
TERMINALS' 2 
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LEFT C CS ) z SA 
LEFT ( CA ) z CA CB CA1 cei SA SB 
LEFT ( CB ) s CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CA1 1 s CA CB CA1 cei SA SB 
LEFT C CA2 1 = CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CB1 1 s CA CB CAi CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CB2 1 s CA CB CA1 CB1 SA SB 
LEFT ( CA12 )  =  CA    CB   CAI   Cei   SA    SB 
LEFT ( CB1Z )  =  CA    CB    CAI   CB1   SA    SB 
RIGHT C CS 1 3 SA 
RIGHT ( CA 1 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT C CB > 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT C CAI ) 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT C CA2 1 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT ( CB1 1 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT ( CB2 ) 3 CA CB CA2 CB2 SA SB 
RIGHT ( CA12 »  a  CA    CB    CAI   CA2   CB2   SA   SB 
RIGHT ( C812 )  =  CA    CB    CA2   CB1   CB2   SA    SB 
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1 IS THE CODE FOR FOLLOWED BY 
2 IS THE COOE FOR LESS THAN PRECEDENCE 
U   IS THE COOE FOR GREATER THAN PRECEDENCE 
IF THERE IS ANYTHING OTHER THAN 
A 0* 1, 2, OR <♦ IN THE MATRIX 
THEN THERE IS A CLASH 
PRECEDENCE HATRIX 
10 11 
1* Q k k «♦ 0 k 0 k 0 
2t 0 k k k 0 k 0 k 0 
3f 0 k k k 0 k 0 k 0 
k+ 0 k k k 0 k 0 k 0 
5t 0 k k k 0 k 0 k 0 
6 + 0 6 6 6 0 6 0 5 0 
7* 0 k k k 0 k 0 k 0 
8* 0 6 6 6 0 6 5 5 5 
9» 0 6 6 6 0 6 0 k 5 
10* 0 6 6 6 0 6 0 5 0 
lit 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 
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PRODUCTIONS 
CS «• SA1 CA12 CA12 
CA •• CB11 CA12 CB2 
CA *• SA 
CB (• CA11 SB2 CA2 
CB <• CB11 SB2 
CB i» SB1 SA2 
CA1 i» CA 
CA2 i» CA 
CB1 •» CB 
C82 & CB 
CA12 & CA1 
CB12 & CB1 
CA11 & CA1 
CB11 i» CB1 
SB2 •• SB 
SA2 i» SA 
SA1 i» SA 
SB1 i* SB 
CB12     CB12     SA2 
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